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Abstract
We describe a new way of reasoning about symmetric collisions for Multi-Agent Path Finding (MAPF) on 4-neighbor grids. We also introduce a symmetry-breaking constraint to resolve these collisions. This specialized technique allows us to identify and eliminate, in a single step, all permutations of two currently assigned but incompatible paths. Each such permutation has exactly the same cost as a current path, and each one results in a new collision between the same two agents. We show that the addition of symmetry-breaking techniques can lead to an exponential reduction in the size of the search space of CBS, a popular framework for MAPF, and report significant improvements in both runtime and success rate versus CBSH and EPEA*—two recent and state-of-the-art MAPF algorithms.

Multi-Agent Path Finding (MAPF)
MAPF is the planning problem of finding a set of paths for a team of agents on a given graph. Each agent is required to move from a start location to a goal location, while avoiding collisions with others.

Symmetries in MAPF
Figure 1: An example of symmetries in MAPF. All shortest paths of the two agents collide somewhere inside the yellow rectangular area. The optimal strategy here is for one agent to wait for the other. We refer to such cases as cardinal rectangle conflicts.

CBS is extremely inefficient when resolving cardinal rectangle conflicts.

Figure 2: Number of expanded CBS nodes on MAPF instances where 2 agents are involved in one cardinal rectangle conflict.

Conflict-Based Search (CBS) [2]
1. Find a path for every agent independently.
2. Check for conflicts among paths.
3. If there is a conflict where both agents A and B stay in location v at timestep t:
   - Option 1: prohibit A from staying in v at t by adding a vertex constraint <A,v,t>.
   - Option 2: prohibit B from staying in v at t by adding a vertex constraint <B,v,t>.
4. Repeat until finding conflict-free paths.
* If there are multiple conflicts, we first choose to resolve cardinal conflicts. A conflict is cardinal iff re-planning for any agent involved in the conflict increases the cost.

Rectangle Conflicts and Barrier Constraints
1. Identify rectangle conflicts for entire paths:
   - Shortest paths of both agents are Manhattan-optimal.
   - The two start locations have the same Manhattan distances to any location inside the rectangle.
   * Identify rectangle conflicts for path segments:
     (1) Find critical locations (i.e., locations that all shortest paths traverse) for both agents.
     (2) Regard these critical locations as the start locations and the goal locations.
     (3) Reason about these locations using a similar method as Step 1.
2. Classify rectangle conflicts:
   - Cardinal: unavoidable conflict. One of the two agents has to wait.
   - Semi-Cardinal: just one agent can be replanned to avoid the conflict.
   - Non-Cardinal: either agent can be replanned to avoid the conflict.
3. Resolve rectangle conflicts:
   - We give one agent priority within the rectangle and force the other agent to leave the rectangle later or take a detour by adding barrier constraints.
   - A barrier constraint is a set of vertex constraints that prohibits one agent from occupying all locations along the border of the rectangle that is opposite of its start location at the timestep when it would optimally reach it.
   - Adding barrier constraints guarantees the optimality since any pair of conflict-free paths satisfies at least one of the barrier constraints.

Experimental Results
EPEA*: a state-of-the-art A*-based MAPF algorithm.
CBSH-RM: CBSH with our rectangle reasoning method.

Table 1: Runtime and Number of expanded CBS nodes on 20 × 20 grids with and without blocked cells. Numbers shown in the table are averages over instances solved by both algorithms.